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The cement industry is widely recognized as
highly polluting industry negatively affecting
natural environment and well-being of local
communities. The enabling and determinant
role of Chinese capital in the development of
this industry in Kyrgyzstan raises questions of
standard-setting and accountability. The
research explores Chinese engagement in
cement plant projects in the Kyrgyz part of
Ferghana Valley that is traditionally called as
the breadbasket of the Central Asia. It identifies
alarming corrosive capital symptoms of national
and transnational character.
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INTRODUCTION

The cement industry is recognized as
having a highly negative environmental
impact as its manufacturing process is
responsible for excessive air pollution
(dust, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxide, and
carbon monoxide). Thus, the industry is
prone to trigger local population protests
as it could rapidly deteriorate quality of
life if dust collection and air filtration
technologies are not properly adopted. It
shall also be underlined that cement dust
pollution is leading to agricultural land
degradation, negatively impacting plant
vegetation resulting in reduced crop
yields, and these consequences are
actually observed in Central Asian states.
[1] In recent years demand for cement in
the region has been accelerated by
Uzbekistan's construction boom. The
situation led to re-invigoration of old
existing facilities and construction of new
ones in Uzbekistan as well as in
neighboring Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan
that seized the export opportunity. The
high intensity of those trouble-making
investments could be observed in the
Ferghana Valley - "The breadbasket of the
Central Asia" shared by Kyrgyzstan,
Tajikistan and Uzbekistan. Such situation
could be seen as “ticking time bomb” - the
trade-off that could lower potential for
sustainable development in fragile and the
most densely populated part of the region.
It is even more complicated as such rapid
industrialization is often omitted from the
sustainable development - climate change
nexus. The situation is also exacerbated
by the fact that new cement production
facilities mostly use technologies relying
on locally mined coal.

The booming growth of the cement
industry in Ferghana Valley with its
damaging influence on the environment is
alarming as it could undermine any effort
for sustainable development including
those made by international society to
manage its scarce resources such as land
and water. Currently, there are
approximately 20 cement plants of
different size ranging from 60 thousands
to 1 mln tonnes annual production, and
different operating status.[2] Most of them
are located on the Uzbek side and include
cases of Chinese investment identified for
violation of environment standards, for
example the cement plant in Andijan
Region belonging to Chinese-Uzbek JV
“SING LIDA” LLC which work was
suspended in 2020.[3] It shall be noted
that more cement plants with Chinese
investments are under construction or
planned in the Valley. 

This context is providing the background
to investigate Chinese investments in the
Kyrgyz part of Ferghana Valley. As of
2022 there are 7 cement plants in
Kyrgyzstan and 4 of them are fully
operational - Kant Cement Plant JSC,
Kyrgyzstan Southern Cement LLC,
Southern Plant of Building Materials LLC
and Xinji-Pirim LLC. The last three are
located in the Ferghana Valley and have
direct or alleged links to the Chinese
capital. Last two - Southern Plant of
Building Materials LLC (AAA Group) and
Xinji-Pirim LLC - were put into operation in
2018 so could be seen as the direct
response for growing demand for cement
in neighboring Uzbekistan. 



The Southern Plant of Building Materials
LLC, also known as the Aravan Cement
Plant, is located in Aravan District of Osh
Region. Its has an annual production
capacity of 1 mln tonnes [4] and is owned
by Chinese citizen Cao Xinlay and Kyrgyz
citizen Nursaule Arapbaeva.[5] The first
one is reportedly one of key shareholders
of Chinese Fufeng Famensi Cement
Company Ltd. (Chinese: 扶⻛法⻔寺⽔泥有
限责任公司 ).[6] The second is the wife of
former (2015-2021) Kyrgyz MP Azamat
Arapbaev.[7] Reportedly, the development
of the cement plant was supported with
export financing provided by Tianjin
Cement, a subsidiary of Chinese state-
owned engineering conglomerate Sinoma.
[8]

The Xinji-Pirim LLC cement plant is also
located in Aravan District. It has an annual
production capacity of 300 thousand
tonnes.[9] According to the register of the
Ministry of Justice the company was re-
registered in 2020 and its sole owner is
Berdibai Primov, the father of Kyrgyz MP
Ulan Primov.[10] However, the investment
was launched with the participation of
Chinese investors.[11] Both plants have a
record of causing social discontent as in
2021 residents of villages of Aravan
district complained that both cement
plants are responsible for excessive air
pollution harming their health. However,
their complaints were dismissed by
officials stating as there was no official
data confirming such pollution problem.
[12]

The third one - Kyrgyzstan Southern
Cement CJSC (KSC, Russian: ЗАО
“Южно-Кыргызский Цемент”, ЮКЦ) is
wholly owned by subsidiary of Chinese 

Huaxin Cement Company Ltd. (Chinese:
华新⽔泥股份有限公司 ).[13] The cement
plant is located in Kyzyl-Kia city of Batken
Region.[14] It has an annual production
capacity of 1 mln tonnes.[15] In December
2005 the Kyrgyz Government adopted the
decision “On the construction of a cement
plant in the city of Kyzyl-Kiya” based on
the application of KSC CJSC. Accordingly,
the project was proposed as priority one
for consideration to the PRC’s government
and the China Exim Bank within the    
 framework of the Shanghai Cooperation
Organisation (SCO). Furthermore, it was
stated that KSC CJSC would carry the
obligation to repay the loan.[16]

The foundation of KSC is marked with
graft and corruption allegations stated in
2005 by Kyrgyz MP Iskhak Masaliev. He
pointed that the company was established
by six entities linked to then-Deputy Prime
Minister Daniyar Usenov and his wife was
directly controlling 40% stake of the
company. Furthermore, he stated that
preceding the foundation Usenov’s family
took control over limestone deposit
“Suglinka” in Kyzyl-Kiya and instantly
received 20-years extraction license.
Masaliev also raised concerns in regard to
Usenov’s ownership in the Kyrgyz bank
“Ineximbank” and his alleged Kazakh
citizenship that could be seen not only as
potential conflict of interests, but also
national security matter.[17] 

Despite all preliminary allegations, in
March 2006 the construction of the
cement plant was officially inaugurated
with China CAMC Engineering Company
Ltd. (CAMC) implementing the project (as
the EPC contractor). It was stated that the
project would be financed with the 



preferential buyers credit (PBC) provided
by the China Exim Bank where Kyrgyz
“Ineximbank” would act as the Importer's
bank.[18] However, in June 2007 Kyrgyz
President Kurmanbek Bakiev asked his
Kazakh counterpart to help in issuing
bank guarantees for the project.[19] This
step could suggest that Chinese side
negatively evaluated ability of Kyrgyz
“Ineximbank” to assume the credit risk for
requested financing and asked for
additional assurances. Following, in
August 2007 Kazakh “Bank TuranAlem”
(renamed as “BTA Bank” in 2008) signed
a guarantee agreement for financing of
Kyzyl-Kiya cement plant construction
project in Kyrgyzstan.[20] Interestingly, in
November 2007 “Bank TuranAlem”
acquired the controlling 71% stake in
“Ineximbank”.[21] 

With a Chinese loan support the cement
factory was officially commissioned in July
2009 and started its operations two
months later.[22] In 2010 it was acquired
by Verny Capital JSC - Kazakh investment
group controlled by Bulat Utemuratov
named as a “personal financial manager”
of ex-Kazakh President Nazarbayev's by
US diplomatic cable leaked by WikiLeaks.
[23] The exact date of acquisition is
unclear and is shadowed by the 2010 April
revolution when then-PM Usenov escaped
from Kyrgyzstan and found a safe haven
in Belarus. It shall be noted that in 2013
he was convicted in absentia for abuse of
office.[24] 

Between 2010-2018 the factory developed
its technological capacities in cooperation
with Italcementi and as of 2018 it was a
leading cement producer in Kyrgyzstan.

[25] In December 2019 KSC was sold to
unnamed global cement industry player
that could be identified as Huaxin Cement
Company Ltd.. The 2019 Annual Report of
Huaxin Cement Company Ltd. states that
on 24 December 2019 the company
concluded the acquisition of Netnix
Limited, the company registered in
Cyprus, that hold 100% equity in KSC.[26]
It shall be noted that the ownership
structure of KSC makes it difficult to
establish a final beneficiary. It could be
seen as a common feature for investments
in the cement industry in Central Asia,
where ownership is often transferred to
offshore companies. It is making cement
projects less transparent and accountable.
[27]

The acquisition of KSC by Huaxin Cement
Company Ltd. was preceded by
controversies related to local market
pricing. In February 2018 residents of
Nookat District warned that they would
forcefully shut down the plant if there
would be no price adjustment. It was cited
that KSC produced cement exported to
Uzbekistan was almost two times cheaper
than in Kyrgyzstan (2,7 KGS versus 5
KGS per one kilogram).[28] In March 2018
the problem was raised in the Kyrgyz
Parliament by then-MP Ziyadin
Zhamaldinov. He stated that KSC was
using export to evade local taxes incl.
VAT. Additionally, he made allegations
that the company was being patronized by
someone from the government and raised
the question if such plant was needed if it
could not provide cement at an affordable
price for local population, and at the same
time bring destruction to local
environment.[29]  



 Affiliated company name Relation
Control ratio

(directly &
indirectly)

Country

1
Kyrgyzstan Southern Cement Co., Ltd.

(吉尔吉斯斯坦南⽅⽔泥有限公司)
subsidiary 100% Kyrgyzstan

2
Huaxin Cement Jizzak Co., Ltd. (华新

⽔泥吉扎克有限责任公司)
subsidiary 100% Uzbekistan

3
Huaxin Gayur (Sughd) Cement Co.,

Ltd. (华新噶优尔(索格特)⽔泥有限公司)
subsidiary 95% Tajikistan

4
Huaxin Gayur New Building Materials
Co., Ltd. (新噶优尔新型建材有限公司)

subsidiary 85% Tajikistan

5
Huaxin Yawan Cement Co., Ltd. (华新

亚湾⽔泥有限公司)
subsidiary 75% Tajikistan

KSC responded to the allegations made by Zhamaldinov that the company worked in
accordance with the Kyrgyz law and explained that its export prices for Uzbekistan were
determined by the need to build a position in a new market.[30] Furthermore, the
management of KSC complained that the state did not protect local producers from foreign
competition. Particularly, as 2018 KSC accused Chinese Huaxin Cement Company Ltd.
that since 2016 it was dumping prices to enter Kyrgyz market with cement produced by its
plant located in neighboring Tajikistan. It was underlined that KSC sent requests to the
Ministry of Economy and the Customs Service of the Kyrgyz Republic to consider
protection mechanism but was ignored.[31] It could suggest that the acquisition of KSC by
Chinese company was preceded by prolonged anti-competitive predatory dumping.

Huaxin Cement Company Ltd. is actively present in Central Asia, and has assets in
Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan.[32] It shall be noted that in Tajikistan the company
has two cement plants - first one in the Yovan District of Khatlon District, and the second
one is in the Ghafurov District of Sughd Region with each having annual production
capacity of 1 mln tonnes.[33] Both plants are oriented for export and in 2020 the second
one owned by Huaxin Gayur (Sughd) Cement Company Ltd. and located in Ferghana
Valley reportedly exported more than half of its production.[34] It is alarming as it is
planning to accelerate cement export in upcoming years.[35] Thus, the production would
probably rise at the expense of the local environment.      

HUAXIN CEMENT CO. LTD. AFFILIATED COMPANIES IN CENTRAL ASIA [36]



CONCLUSION

The excessive development of the cement industry in Ferghana Valley is alarming as the
industry is highly polluting one and has straight forward negative impact on local
population. The issue is elevated as public and private interests in the industry are often
intertwined putting the priority to attract investments above any other considerations.
Close look at the ownership structure of cement projects in the region demonstrates that
the lack of transparency is often accompanied with high ranking officials' involvement
and offshoring practices along with Chinese capital presence. 

The footprint of Chinese companies in Kyrgyzstan’s cement industry is multifaceted as
they pursue greenfield and brownfield investments, or act as EPC contractors backed by
export financing from the China Exim Bank. Because of its intense presence, Chinese     
capital shall be seen as determinant one and thus responsible for eventual corrosive
effects. However, it can also use its position to bring potential positive changes if the
lessons would be learned, and new industry standards implemented.



RECOMMENDATIONS

1.Introduction of obligatory installation of real-time pollution monitoring systems
as a regulatory requirement for the cement and other high pollution industries in
Kyrgyzstan.

The continuous monitoring system as continuous emission monitoring system (CEMS)
or continuous ambient air quality monitoring system (CAAQMS) could provide credible
and accurate pollution measurement to the operator, and help to take mitigation
measures. 

It would enable respective state agencies to take immediate actions in case of
violations and/or complaints and reduce the potential for tampering investigations by
corrupt officials.

China Exim Bank as reportedly main provider of financing facilities for the cement
industry in Kyrgyzstan shall consider such installation as obligatory requirements for
supported clients. 

2.Improvement of the procedure of Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA).

The repeating local discontent generated by investment projects demonstrates that
current procedure for conducting an environmental impact assessment (EIA) is
inefficient and often done almost secretly. EIA that shall be seen as safeguarding
mechanism for the investment is conducted in non-transparent manner and allegedly
"just to check the box". 

Latest conflict around a planned new cement project in the Ysyk-Ata District bordering
Bishkek city proved that there is an urgent need to introduce new mechanisms of
public consultations that would tame the development of this highly polluting industry
especially in areas that are currently on the verge of ecological catastrophe.[37]

EIA shall be publicly available at different stages of its development and be decisive in
provision of preferential financing by export credit agencies like China Exim Bank to
avoid future socio-political backlash.

Also EIA could act as a safeguarding mechanism for export credit agencies and other
financial institutions in the context of blurred lines between business and state, and
frequent involvement of politically exposed persons as for example MPs in the
investment projects.

 



3.Obligatory compliance of Kyrgyz and Chinese financial institutions to implement
additional politically exposed persons (PEP) screening requirements as part of
their Anti-Money Laundering/Combating the Financing of Terrorism Programs. 

Such practice is recommended by the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) as one of
preventive measures against associated risks as corruption. The need to consider risks
related to PEPs is starkly proved by the case of Kyrgyzstan Southern Cement CJSC
project financed by the China Exim Bank where involved prominent political figures
evolved into fugitives. The case is more valid as the loan was issued within the
framework of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO). Thus, it could be seen as
undermining the organization legitimate efforts in AML/CTF subject.

4. International assistance programs to Ferghana Valley especially those related
to agriculture shall be reconsidered in taking into account industrialization
programs pursued by respective local and state authorities, and its pursuance to
climate-related legal obligations. 

The process shall consider that the development of high pollution generating industries
is undermining attempts to develop the region in a sustainable manner and could violate
climate rights.

The promotion of a comprehensive approach to development of the Ferghana Valley
shall consider developments in all three countries - Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan.
It shall consider that transboundary air pollution could generate foundations for future
instability at various levels - local, national and regional.

 

https://www.imf.org/external/np/leg/amlcft/eng/


POWER ASSETS LLC
COUNTRY: KYRGYZSTAN
RUSSIAN NAME: ОСОО«POWER ASSETS» (ПАУЭР ЭСЭТС)
MAIN ACTIVITY: REAL ESTATE RENTAL
(REGISTERED: 14.11.2011; RE-REGISTERED: 09.12.2019)
MANAGEMENT: JIANHUA TENG (ТЕНГ ДЗЯНЬХУА)
OWNERSHIP:           1) STONE GROUP LLC; 
                                 2) ULAN KADYRMAMATOVICH TILENBAEV (УЛАН     
                                 КАДЫРМАМАТОВИЧ ТИЛЕНБАЕВ)

KYRGYZSTAN SOUTHERN CEMENT COMPANY LTD.
COUNTRY: KYRGYZSTAN
RUSSIAN NAME: ЗАО “ЮЖНО-КЫРГЫЗСКИЙ-ЦЕМЕНТ”
MAIN ACTIVITY: CEMENT PRODUCTION
MANAGEMENT: STONE GROUP LLC 
 (REGISTERED: 23.06.2005; RE-REGISTERED: 11.09.2018)
OWNERSHIP: NETNIX LIMITED (100%)

HUAXIN CEMENT COMPANY LTD.
COUNTRY: CHINA
CHINESE NAME: 华新⽔泥股份有限公司
OWNERSHIP (AS OF 30.09.2022):

                           1. HKSCC (NOMINEES) LIMITED (35.04%)
                           2. HOLCHIN B.V. (21,53%)
                           3. HUAXIN GROUP CO., LTD. (16,12%)

NETNIX LIMITED
COUNTRY: CYPRUS
RUSSIAN NAME: КОМПАНИЯ NETNIX LIMITED (НЕТНИКС
ЛИМИТЕД)
OWNERSHIP: HUAXIN CEMENT CO.,LTD. (100%)

STONE GROUP LLC 
COUNTRY: KYRGYZSTAN
RUSSIAN NAME: ОСОО "STONE GROUP" ("СТОУН ГРУП")
MAIN ACTIVITY: CONSULTING ON COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES AND
MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT: JIANHUA TENG (ТЕНГ ДЗЯНЬХУА)
 (REGISTERED: 27.05.2013; RE-REGISTERED: 06.05.2015)
OWNERSHIP: NETNIX LIMITED (100%)

ANNEX 1 

KYRGYZSTAN SOUTHERN CEMENT LLC AFFILIATION STRUCTURE [38]
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